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I

t didn’t feel real at first, but
it keeps hitting me more and
more as time keeps going on.
— Courtney Copping
junior from St. Charles

PAT SUTPHIN | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Please see AVIATION | 3

Mike LeFevre, a senior from Ashton studying aviation flight and member of the aviation department’s flying team Flying
Salukis, walks back from his plane after practicing power off landing Wednesday at the Southern Illinois Airport. Last year,
the Flying Salukis placed first in national competition. This year’s competition will be held May 14 through 19 at Kansas State
University Salina in Salina, Kan.

JESSICA TEZAK | DAILY EGYPTIAN

Karl Bullock, a senior from Chicago studying journalism, loads books onto a cart Sunday at the McLafferty Annex in Carbondale.
Bullock, along with other workers, has been moving books to the front of the building in preparation for the transfer to their new
location in the basement of Morris Library. Bullock said more than $1 million is being spent for the transfer.
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The Weather Channel® 5-day weather forecast for Carbondale
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T

hey’re calling all the names off and you get to the top
five and think, ‘Oh man, I didn’t place. So I take my coat
off, sit back down and think, ‘Maybe next year,’ and then
No. 1 came on, and they said southern Illinois.
— Taylor Breum
senior from Lake Villa
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Malia Jacobs, 9, of Oneida, Wis., performs an exhibition dance Friday during the Southern Illinois Saluki Pow
Wow at the Recreation Center. The exhibition dances showcased many styles of dance and attire from Native
American tribes. The Pow Wow featured arts and crafts, traditional foods, music and children’s activities.
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The Carbondale Civic Center
chambers saw many battles during
the weekend. Whole armies rose and
fell, the depths of ancient castles were
plumbed and fantastic beasts were
felled.
Of course, they could have all fit
into someone’s pocket.
The third Egypt Wars event was
held Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
which brought together fans of fantasy
gaming for role playing, card games,
board games and miniature warfare.
Scott Thorne, event organizer
and owner of Castle Perilous Games,
said more than a hundred people
participated at this year’s event, the only
one of its kind in the area.
He said it's run by volunteers and
put together by a planning committee.
It follows a one-day event in the fall
that acts as a sort of dry-run for new
organizers, he said.
Among the many games available
to play were Magic: The Gathering, YuGi-Oh!, Pathfinder and Warhammer
40,000.
Tabletop games have increased in
popularity in recent years, and one of
the most popular, the card game Magic,
has doubled in sales in the last three
years, Thorne said.
One of the reasons gaming is
gaining recognition is its replay value in
times of recession, he said.
“Compared to a movie or dinner
out … You can play them over and over
again,” Thorne said.
He said their appeal is also tied to
their social element.
And that social aspect is nothing
new.
Tyler Morrison, of Sikeston, said he’s
been a fan of such games since he was a
kid in the ‘70s and was introduced to
them by his friends in middle school.
He’s remained a fan since then,
through his time in talk radio to his
current janitorial business. Now, he
sells books for Troll Lord Games out of
Little Rock, Ark., at conventions such as
Egypt Wars.
In the meantime, he said he runs
weekly role-playing games at his house,
which attract a wide variety of players
and where he’s made new friends.
And while the heyday of role playing
may have been in the ‘80s, he said, he
doesn’t see himself or other longtime
fans giving it up anytime soon.
“I’m sure some of us will be sitting
in the nursing home and instead of
playing shuffleboard, we’ll be playing
fantasy role-playing games,” Morrison
said.
Not everyone quite understood the
appeal of the games, though.
Artist Drew Tucker, who illustrated
some of the first Magic cards, made an
appearance at the event.
He said he knew the founders of the
game when he was going to school in
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Nick Holloman of McLeansboro assesses his probabilities Saturday
while playing Warhammer 40K, a tabletop war game, during the
Egypt Wars gaming convention at the Carbondale Convention
Center. The three-day event, sponsored by Castle Perilous
Games and Books, welcomed gamers of all ages to participate
in tournaments and experience new games. “I enjoy playing
Warhammer 40K because it’s a very tactical game,” Holloman said.
“It gives you the feeling of being a military general.”
Seattle in the early ‘90s.
Though he and his musician friends
weren’t into fantasy games, especially
in the height of Grunge-era Seattle, he
took on the job to illustrate the cards
and ended up doing about 60 of them
over the years.
“Some of this, it baffles me,” he said.
Nevertheless, Tucker, who teaches
art at John A. Logan College, said he
loves coming to the event to meet and
talk to fans.
And while there was an air of
friendship and camaraderie at Egypt
Wars, the competition was nevertheless
very real.
Saturday saw the Warhammer
40,000 tournament.
The game involves armies
of miniature soldiers of various
civilizations, ranging from space-suited
orcs to tank-driving knights. Players
generally paint their own figurines and
build the tabletop terrain that serves as
a battleground.
James Cox, main judge of the
tournament, said the involved assembly
of the game is part of the appeal, though
how much time one puts into it is up to
the player.
“You can spend no time at all, or
you can spend months,” he said.
Jason Parks, of Herrin, took part in
the tournament with his large orc army,

which he said is all about overwhelming
the opponent.
He said he first got into the game
in the mid-‘90s because he liked the
models.
Once the timed games began, the
sense of urgency was palpable. Players
briskly acquainted themselves with
the scenario they’d been assigned, then
they got to work setting up their armies
on either side of the terrain.
Parks kept his yellow Games
Workshop tape measurer handy to
figure out the range of his units, which
included everything from small foot
soldiers to hulking robotic warriors.
Of course, the largest of them
wouldn’t pose a threat to a house cat,
but the stakes were nevertheless big.
Cox said the tournament raised
about $100 for charity.
And despite the good cause, the
games were still about friendship, he
said.
One player in his group of friends
lost everything in a house fire a few
years ago, he said. Within a week,
they’d bought and assembled an entire
replacement Warhammer army for
him, he said.
Still, he was able to self-deprecatingly
acknowledge the reality of their hobby.
“We’re grown-ass men playing with
dolls,” he said.

Lest we ever forget that
most horror films are highly
conventional, we now have
“The Cabin in the Woods”
to mercilessly drill the point
home.
The latest offering from
genre maven Joss Whedon
(who produced and cowrote) and up-and-comer
Drew Goddard proposes to
both be a horror film and a
film about horror films.
It’s kind of like
“Scream"”on steroids.
As one could probably
guess from the knowingly
straight-forward title, the
film follows a group of
extremely
good-looking
college students as they go on
a trip to a mysterious cabin
high in the mountains and
proceed to be killed one-byone by a family of redneck
zombies.
Where “Cabin” diverges
from other horror films is
its subplot (or is it the main
plot?) about a secret agency
carefully controlling the
film's events from a hightech underground base. I
won’t ruin the big reveal of
its motivations, but most
viewers will probably have it
more or less figured out by
the 30-minute mark.
It doesn’t take long
to realize that essentially
everything that happens
in the movie is either
deliberately conventional or
deliberately unconventional.
Either way, it’s played for
laughs, and the technicians
who pull the strings, played
wonderfully by Richard

Jenkins
and
Bradley
Whitford, become sort of
meta-filmmakers within the
film.
I guess it's one of those
“high-concepts” you hear
about.
But there’s no doubt there
are plenty of fun moments in
the film.
A scene when the
college students discover
a secret room filled with
conventional
monstersummoning objects (a
Hellraiser-esque trinket, a
creepy wind-up ballerina
and, among others, a
century-old diary that
reveals dark family secrets) is
one highlight.
Also great is a brief sendup of Japanese horror films,
an amusing (though quite
violent) deflation of Chris
Hemsworth’s
alpha-male
character’s heroism and
nearly anything involving
Jenkins and Whitford.
However,
all
the
self-referencing of the
film is ultimately a little
unsatisfying.
The whole film-ascriticism thing has been
around since at least the
French New Wave, and that
was 50 years ago.
It’s fitting that the
director’s name should be
Goddard, calling to mind
one Jean-Luc, and based on
Whedon’s comments on the
film, it sounds like “Cabin”
was meant to be a sort of
corrective influence on a
genre the filmmakers saw as
having stagnated.
So it’s kind of like the
“Breathless” of slasher films.
Kind of.
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This is all fine and dandy,
and I would not argue at all
with Whedon on the dire
state of horror film, though
I can’t help but wonder why
not just make a really, really
good, earnest horror film?
Why can’t these talented
filmmakers just make a —
dare I say — innocent genre
movie?
Somewhere
along
the lines we seem to have
suffered a sort of Fall, and in
this postlapsarian, super-selfaware world, Whedon and
Goddard can’t make a genre
film without winking at the
audience. It’s as if they’re
afraid of getting caught with
their pants down, enjoying
themselves a little too much
with their little genre movie.
“The Cabin in the

Woods” is the apotheosis of
reflexive genre filmmaking.
Unfortunately it doesn’t
really tell us anything most
people probably didn’t
already know about horror
films, and though it's fun, it
doesn't function very well as
an actual horror film.
While its meta-ness by
no means dooms “Cabin,” it
is a problem when the film
becomes slave to it.
The kids are all cookiecutter characters because
they’re manipulated to be so.
The zombies are completely
indistinguishable from any
other movie zombie because
they are, quite literally, stock
monsters.

For the rest of the story
please see
www.dailyegyptian.com.
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For more on INDUSTRY please
visit www.dailyegyptian.com.
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Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

HACTB
©2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

AIHKK
BIRCAF
HEELAX

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

:
Jumbles: DROOP KNOWN CLOUDY JUNKET
Answer: When he talked about his new furniture business, he did this — KNOCKED ON WOOD

Aries — Today is an 8 — Planning
and research fits. Fine-tune your
domestic scene. Whittle down
your list, and the pressure lets up.
Mercury enters your sign for three
weeks of sharper intellectual ease.

Cancer — Today is an 8 — Your
luck is shifting for the better.
Don’t launch until you’re ready,
but sketches take life. Mercury
enters Aries for a period of talk
and action at home.

Libra — Today is a 7 — The
excellent work you’ve been
doing reflects well on you. The
impossible is beginning to look
easy. Dreams do come true. Be
gracious to a hot head. Stay calm.

Capricorn — Today is a 6 — You
can concentrate much easier
today and tomorrow. Doing
what you love is rewarding in
many ways now, and your career
picks up steam.

Taurus — Today is an 8 — Your
friends want you to come out
and play. Don’t get distracted
from a deadline, but it is possible
to have it all. Compromise. You’re
smart enough to work it out.

Leo — Today is an 8 —
Business heats up to a
pleasantly profitable sizzle.
Your environment sparks your
creativity. Spread it around. Let
a loved one teach you.

Scorpio — Today is a 6 —
Focus on what’s important. Work
quickly and carefully. The coming
days portend communication and
action around joint resources, ends
and beginnings. You’re lucky in love.

Aquarius — Today is an 8 — Why
not throw a spontaneous dinner
party to celebrate getting taxes
done? You’re entering a phase
of talk and action in community
groups. Use your local resources.

Gemini — Today is a 7 —
Consider new opportunities for
the next few days. There’s a test.
Mercury enters Aries for about
three weeks, affecting Gemini’s selfexpression, short travel and family.

Virgo — Today is a 7 — Get
into imaginative teamwork
with experts and partners. Use
a system that you know works.
Pay bills first. Service is key for
the forseeable future.

Sagittarius — Today is an 5 —
Figure out how to make beautiful,
marvelous things happen. Words
and action come together
around higher studies, theology,
philosophy and travel.

Pisces — Today is a 7 — You can
create things you didn’t think
possible before. You are drawn
to discussion about meditation
retreats, health and wellness, or
revealing hidden talents.
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Track and Field Pacesetter Results
The SIU track and field men's and women's teams placed second out of a field comprised of Butler University, Indiana State University and the University of Milwaukee-Wisconsin friday and saturday in terre
haute, ind. The women collected a total of 204.5 points, while the men received a total of 187.5 points.
This is how the point scoring broke down:

Top Saluki Performers
Women’s 100-Meter Dash
Amiris Warren Fr.
Nirupama Sunderraj Fr.
2nd
3rd

men’s 100-Meter Dash
Dominic Williams Soph.
5th

Women’s 200-Meter Dash
Tess shubert Jr.

Lauren cheadle fr.

2nd

2nd

Nirupamama sunderraj fr.
3rd

men’s 200-Meter Dash
ryan sidwell jr.
Dominic Williams
3rd
4th
men’s 400-Meter Dash
ryan sidwell jr.

1st
women’s 800-Meter Dash
mobola rotibi fr.

steven arvanis sr.

2nd
4th
men’s 800-Meter Dash
zach dahleen jr.
3rd
women’s 5,000-Meter Dash
lacey gibson soph.

Women’s 400-Meter Dash
Tess shubert Jr.

eileen schweiss soph.

2nd
6th
women’s 100-Meter hurdles

3rd
men’s 1,500-Meter Dash
kyle kirchner sr.

kulayifi haji soph.

3rd

5th

men’s 5,000-Meter Dash
nick schrader jr.
oscar medina fr.
4th
5th
women’s 400-Meter hurdles

malaikah love sr.
1st

evelyn scott fr.
3rd

women’s 3,000-Meter steeplechase
sadie darnell fr.
4th

krista menghini fr.
5th

men’s 3000-Meter steeplechase
lucas cherry jr.
2nd

women’s 4x100-Relay
warren, cheadle, white, sunderraj
1st
men’s high jump
kendrick branch sr.
bailee rickets sr.
3rd
5th
men’s pole vault
cody doerflein sr.
1st

ryan sidwell jr.
3rd

brad wrage sr.
5th

women’s high jump
kenya culmer soph.
1st
women’s pole vault
caselyn harding fr.
3rd
women’s long jump
malaikah love sr.
1st

nina okafor sr.
9th

For the rest of the men and women’s track and field scores, please see www.dailyegyptian.com
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Carbondale Community High School cross-country coach Gary Holda records times during a track meet Tuesday at
J.D. Fields Memorial Stadium. Centralia High School cross-country coach Rod White said of Holda, “He’s a heck of a
guy and a great coach.” Holda, who retired last year, coached at CCHS since 1975.
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Dale Lennon, head coach of SIU’s football team, speaks before
local high school football coaches Saturday during the 2012 Spring
Coaching Clinic at Saluki Stadium. Visiting coaches watched the
SIU football team practice before they listened to guest speakers
at the Donald Boydston Center. Participants discussed how to help
students deal with life off the field and how to experiment with
alternative field formations.

